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BOOLEAN MATHS HUB BULLETIN
Welcome to the December issue of the Boolean Maths Hub Bulletin ..…
A message from our Maths Hub Lead:
“To all of our colleagues, participants, hub supporters and anyone in education at
present, I would like to offer my heartfelt thanks to all of you. This term is
historically known to be challenging at the best of times but right now I can only
applaud all of you for your passion and dedication to supporting the children and
young people in our communities. When someone writes a book about "England during
the Covid-19 pandemic", which I am sure they will, I hope that the strength and
courage of school leaders, teachers and all staff in educational institutions is shared
and given the praise that you all deserve. I have heard stories of such resilience that
we will come out of this stronger and future generations of education professionals
will learn from the efforts you have made. I hope you have a restful, joyous break.
Whilst many are choosing to huddle down and have quiet celebrations, others are
looking forward to joining families we have missed over the last few months. Please
know that the Boolean Maths Hub will continue to support and empower colleagues to
improve mathematics education but note, especially now, that sometimes progress is
"not going backwards" and being "good enough" is really good enough.
Have a wonderful Xmas break and I look forward to seeing you again, in whatever
guise that may be, in 2021.”

We know that many of you are disappointed that our annual conference cannot
happen this year, we are too. However, though you cannot come to us, we can come
to you. This is not a conference, but a non-conference and we are live for booking now.
The event is free to attend and will consist of access to activities, think-pieces, research
readings and conversation starters. And on Saturday January 23rd, we will bring together
contributors to deliver speeches, workshops and have discussions. We know that your
professional development and well-being go hand in hand, so the day will also include
mindfulness sessions and fun activities that you can either do at home, or beforehand,
sharing them with us via twitter, on the day.

Furthermore, if you sign up with your
(UK only) postal address
before the 11th January, you will
receive a little something in the post
from us, to help you throughout
non-conference day.
Thank you to all of those
contributing, we hope to see
you there.

Click here to book your FREE place

Recruitment is now OPEN for our Work Groups—places are limited– see the next page for details
@booleanmathshub

Recruitment is now OPEN for our Work Groups—places are limited– follow the links to the flyers
Developing A Level Pedagogy
These Work Groups will focus on developing participants as leaders of A level teaching professional development
in their own school or college.

Supporting Core Maths
This Work Group will give teachers opportunities – through collaboration and experimentation – to develop
improved teaching approaches that support the open-ended problem-solving skills Core Maths students need.

Mathematical Thinking for GCSE
This Work Group will focus on ways to improve GCSE students’ mathematical thinking, including reasoning &
problem solving.

Year 5—8 Continuity
This Work Group focuses on curriculum and pedagogical continuity over Years 5 to 8

SEND & Mathematics
Bringing special (and mainstream) schools together with a particular focus on implementing representations and
structures to improve the mathematical attainment and progress of students with SEND.

Engaging with the Ready to Progress Criteria Guidance
Co-author Clare Christie & the hub leadership team will take you through key strands of the guidance, for you to
consider and explore in your own school.

Recovery Times Tables
Covid-19 has meant that many Year 5 children have not been able to secure a solid understanding of all times
tables. Similarly, Year 4 children have also lost time in school. Join us to implement times tables peer mentoring.

Mathematical Confidence & Growth Mindset
Teacher WG 1

Teacher WG 2

TA WG 1

TA WG 2

Would you like to be more confident in teaching Maths? These SHORT Work Groups are designed to support
teachers and TAs in developing confidence and specialist subject knowledge for teaching mathematics. We are
running two Work Groups for Teachers & TAs—choose dates to suit.

Specialist Knowledge for Teaching Mathematics—Teachers
SKTM WG1

SKTM WG2

Our longer SKTM cohorts this year will address student and schools’ recovery due to coronavirus-related disruption
in addition to the main Work Group objectives. We are running two Work Groups—choose dates to suit.

Building Firm Foundations In Reception
Somerset WG

Bristol WG

Early Years practitioners and senior leaders will develop their understanding of how Early Years best practice feeds
into a teaching for mastery approach. As sessions online until the Summer term—choose dates to suit.

Specialist Knowledge for Teaching Mathematics—Teachers
SKTM EYFS1

SKTM EYFS2

Develop mathematical subject knowledge and understand the pedagogy that underpins the teaching of it. This Work
Group is designed to support Early Years teachers in developing specialist knowledge for teaching mathematics,
thus enabling them to understand, teach and support pupils with their mathematics across the provision.
You can unsubscribe or change your preferences any time by emailing BooleanMathsHub@clf.cabot.ac.uk

